Madison Chamber Music Festival Benefits at the MADISON-MORGAN CULTURAL CENTER

The Madison-Morgan Cultural Center is a multi-disciplinary non-profit institution that endeavors to enrich the lives of the residents of its immediate community and the broader region by presenting high quality programming and educational opportunities in the fields of visual and performing arts, history, and other humanities. The Cultural Center will preserve and interpret its historical 1895 building and will cooperate with other organizations which have mission compatible goals.

BENEFIT LEVELS

Crystal Cello $100 - $249
- Early Ticket Purchase Date - 1 week
- Invitation to the Festival Preview Party

Silver Cello $250 - $499
- Early Ticket Purchase Date - 1 week
- Invitation to the Festival Preview Party
- Recognition in all Main Stage Programs for 1 year
- Recognition on Sign in Lobby for 1 year

Gold Cello $500 - $999
- Early Ticket Purchase Date - 1 week
- Invitation to the Festival Preview Party
- Recognition in all Main Stage Programs for 1 year
- Recognition on Sign in Lobby for 1 year
- 2 Complimentary Tickets***

Platinum Cello $1,000 - $2,499
- Early Ticket Purchase Date - 1 week
- Invitation to the Festival Preview Party
- Recognition in all Main Stage Programs for 1 year
- Recognition on Sign in Lobby for 1 year
- 4 Complimentary Tickets***
- Invitation to Sponsor Thank You Dinner

Ruby Cello $2,500 - $4,999
- Early Ticket Purchase Date - 2 week
- Invitation to the Festival Preview Party
- Recognition in all Main Stage Programs for 1 year
- Recognition on Sign in Lobby for 1 year
- 6 Complimentary Tickets***
- Invitation to Sponsor Thank You Dinner
- Sponsorship Noted in Festival Brochures**
- Identification as a CONCERT SPONSOR in Printed and Online Publicity for your Chosen Concert
- Verbal Recognition at Sponsored Concert
- Reserved Seating at All Venues

Emerald Cello $5,000 - $9,999
- Early Ticket Purchase Date - 2 week
- Invitation to the Festival Preview Party
- Recognition in all Main Stage Programs for 1 year
- Recognition on Sign in Lobby for 1 year
- 8 Complimentary Tickets***
- Invitation to Sponsor Thank You Dinner
- Sponsorship Noted in Festival Brochures**
- Identification as a CONCERT SPONSOR in Printed and Online Publicity for your Chosen Concert
- Verbal Recognition at Sponsored Concert
- Photograph with Performers at Sponsored Concert
- Reserved Seating at All Venues

Diamond Cello $10,000 +
- Early Ticket Purchase Date - 2 week
- Invitation to the Festival Preview Party
- Recognition in all Main Stage Programs for 1 year
- Recognition on Sign in Lobby for 1 year
- 2 Complimentary Tickets per Concert***
- Invitation to Sponsor Thank You Dinner
- Sponsorship Noted in Festival Brochures - Front Cover **
- Identification as a CONCERT SPONSOR in Printed and Online Publicity for your Chosen Concert
- Verbal Recognition at Sponsored Concert
- Photograph with Performers at Sponsored Concert
- Reserved Seating at All Venues
- Recognition as Sole Concert Sponsor (upon request)
- Logo or Listing in all Printed Festival Advertisements

* The Festival and each concert may have more than one sponsor.
** $2,500, $5,000, and $10,000 sponsorship payment must be received by Jan. 10, 2020 for listing in the Festival brochure.
*** Comp tickets may be limited or unavailable for certain concerts.